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People with major depressive disorder (MDD)
show an attentional bias in which they overattend to negative information while often
ignoring positive information. This attentional
bias feeds, reinforces, and prolongs depressive
thought patterns, and serves as an underlying
risk factor for depressive symptom onset and
relapse.
Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT) is
an approach to psychotherapy that combines
features of mindfulness meditation and
cognitive behavioral therapy. The program has
been shown to effectively reduce the odds of
depressive relapse among people with MDD.
Less is known about the efficacy of the program
for alleviating current depressive symptoms.
Holas et al. [Mindfulness] conducted a
randomized controlled trial to test if MBCT
reduces attentional bias and depressive
symptoms in patients with current MDD.
The researchers randomly assigned 53 adults
with untreated current major depressive
episodes (100% Polish Caucasian; 74% female;
average age = 35 years) to an 8-week MBCT
program or a wait-list control. Participants
completed a self-report measure of depressive
symptoms (CESD) and were assessed on an eye
movement tracking task, measuring attentional
bias immediately before and after the
intervention period.
In that task, participants viewed slides with sad,
angry, happy, and neutral faces in each of the
four quadrants of the slide while their eye
movements and fixations were recorded in
milliseconds. This enabled researchers to
calculate the relative amount of time
participants spent gazing at each of the
different faces.
The results showed that MBCT affected how
long participants gazed at the various faces.
Participants in the MBCT group significantly
increased the amount of time they gazed at

happy faces from pretest to posttest (ηp2=.23) and
decreased their gaze at sad (ηp2=.09) and angry
(ηp2=.14 ) faces, whereas controls showed no
changes on these measures.
At pretest, the MBCT group gazed at the happy
faces an average of 2.234 seconds and at posttest
they gazed at the them for 2.965 seconds. At
pretest MBCT participants spent 27% of their time
per slide gazing at happy faces, and at posttest 35%
of their time. In addition, the MBCT group gazed
significantly longer at happy faces (ηp2=.25) and
shorter at sad faces (ηp2=.18) than controls at
posttest. MBCT participants also reported
significantly fewer depressive symptoms after
intervention (ηp2=.15) than controls.

This study finds that MBCT significantly decreases
depression-related attentional bias as well as
current self-reported depressive symptoms
immediately following intervention. These findings
are important because attentional bias is thought to
be an underlying risk factor in initiating and
prolonging recurring depressive states. The eye
fixation measure is a particularly good measure of
attentional bias because it reflects behavior largely
outside of conscious control.
Additionally, the findings support the utility of
MBCT in treating people who are currently
depressed, extending previous research findings
focused on the prevention of depression relapse in
people who are already recovered. The study
implications are limited by the absence of an active
comparator group and longer-term follow-up.

Migraines, marked by intense, throbbing
headaches, nausea, vomiting, and sensitivity to
light, affect 13% of the adult population and are
the sixth most frequent cause of disability.
Migraines are known to be accompanied by
changes in brain structures involved with
cognitive aspects of pain processing including the
insula, cingulate, and prefrontal cortices. This is an
area of interest because mindfulness training is
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thought to work, in part, by altering one’s
thoughts and attitudes towards pain.
Seminowicz et al. [Pain] conducted a
randomized controlled trial to test if
mindfulness training reduces migraines and
determine whether it alters brain structure and
function in regions related to cognitive aspects
of pain processing.
The researchers randomly assigned 98
migraineurs (average age = 36 years; 72%
Caucasian; 91% female) who had experienced 414 days of headache in the past month to either
enhanced Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction
(MBSR) or a stress management program. Both
programs met in 2-hour weekly groups for the
first 8 weeks, and biweekly for the following 8
weeks. MBSR differed from the conventional
standard in its addition of four group sessions
after the initial 8 weeks. These additional
sessions emphasized developing qualities of
self-compassion, gratitude, equanimity, and
sympathetic joy, and applying mindfulness skills
before, during, and after migraines. The stress
management control offered didactic content
focused on understanding stress, triggers, pain,
sleep hygiene, and medications along with
group support and muscle stretching exercises.
Attendance to all scheduled groups sessions
and/or individual make-up sessions was high
(86% in MBSR and 83% in the control group).
All participants completed headache
questionnaires at baseline and at week 10, 20,
and 52. In addition, they completed fMRI brain
scans at baseline and week 10 and 20 at rest,
while exposed to painful heat stimuli, and while
undergoing a cognitive challenge in order to
activate areas of the brain implicated in
cognitive aspects of pain perception. The
cognitive challenge involved observing sets of
three alphanumeric characters and rapidly
identifying which of the characters differed
from the other two by button press.
The results showed that at week 10 (after 8
MBSR sessions), MBSR participants had
significantly fewer mean headache days (5.5)
than controls (6.9). At week 20 (2 weeks
following intervention completion), the
difference remained significant with the MBSR
group having an average of 4.6 headache days
per month (a decrease of 3.2 days from
baseline) compared to 6.0 days for controls (a

decrease of 1.7 days from baseline). At week 20,
52% of MBSR participants had at least a 50%
improvement in their headaches compared to
23% of controls. At week 20, the MBSR group
reported significantly less headache-related
disability. Although the MBSR group had fewer
headache days per month than controls at week
52 (4.6 vs. 5.6), the group difference did not reach
statistical significance.

No treatment group differences were found at any
point in time for regions-of-interest in brain gray
matter volume, activation during pain or cognitive
tasks, or resting state connectivity. Both groups
showed significantly decreased anterior midcingulate volume and decreased insula
connectivity to the cognitive task network over
time. Whole brain analyses showed some
significant between-group changes during
cognitive activation reflecting decreased
activation of a portion of the visual cortex and an
area surrounding the insula, and changes in
functional connectivity between a portion of the
insula and regions in the parietal and occipital
cortex. The researchers suggest these changes
may reflect increased cognitive efficiency due to
either meditative practice or decreased days in
pain.
The study shows that a lengthened MBSR
intervention reduces the number of days with a
headache and headache-related disability in
migraine sufferers two weeks following
intervention. The observed magnitude of
improvement in the short term equals that
achieved by first-line prophylactic pharmaceutical
interventions such as valproic acid. The beneficial
effect was not sustained at one-year follow-up,
suggesting a need to actively continue
mindfulness practice. MBSR did not impact unique
brain activity and structure in the regions of
interest related to pain perception. Participants
were reportedly highly educated and motivated,
and thus might not be representative of the
general population with migraines.
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Are you interested in learning more about the delivery of

APPLIED MINDFULNESS?
If so, West Chester University has a program for you. WCU offers
a year-long program that weaves together theory and application,
giving you a foundation to provide mindfulness interventions for
healthcare, mental health care, education, and other disciplines.

12

1

3

credits

courses

12 credits

3 courses that focus on
mindfulness interventions and
curriculum development

capstone
1 capstone course that provides
a supervised opportunity to
apply skills

The Courses
• Science and Theory of Mindfulness
(Offered online)
• Applied Mindfulness I
(Experiential introduction to mindfulness practice and teaching skills)
• Applied Mindfulness II
(Immersion in practice and teaching)
• Applied Mindfulness Practicum
(Individual supervision in teaching a self-designed curriculum)

Financial
Accessibility
Students may be eligible
for financial aid or employer
reimbursement.

To learn more, visit wcupa.edu/cs
Certificate curriculum designed by Donald McCown, program director, faculty member, and primary author of
Teaching Mindfulness: A Practical Guide for Clinicians and Educators; Resources for Teaching Mindfulness: An
International Handbook; and The Ethical Space of Mindfulness in Clinical Practice.

